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1 Introduction

In this practical, the offline version of ECMWF’s atmospheric radiation scheme ecRad (Hogan and Bozzo, 2018)
will be used to gain an understanding of how radiative transfer is modelled, and how both radiative fluxes and
atmospheric heating rates are sensitive to gas concentrations, clouds and aerosols. The input data consist of a slice
through the atmosphere from the North Pole to the South Pole at a longitude of 5◦E at 12 UTC on 11 July 2019, as
represented by ECMWF’s ERA5 reanalysis system. The data are stored at 137 levels from the surface to the middle
mesosphere (a pressure of 1 Pa), and have been extracted at every 0.5◦ interval in latitude. This slice includes a
range of atmospheric and surface conditions, from marine stratocumulus to deep convection, sea ice to a hot desert
surface, and pristine marine air over the Southern Ocean to the dust-laden Saharan boundary layer.

2 Getting started at ECMWF

Create and enter the directory in which you want to run the practical, and type

/home/rd/parr/public/create_ecrad_practical.sh

which will copy over some files and make a couple of symbolic links. To run the Python plotting scripts, you will
also need to type

module load python3

If you start a new terminal or come back to an existing ecRad practical then you will need to reload the python3
module.

3 Getting started outside ECMWF

This practical is designed to be used on a Unix or Linux system with a command-line interface. You will need to
have Python version 3 installed on your system and accessible as python3.

If you have a copy of ecRad version 1.3 or later installed in your home directory, then enter the practical

directory of the package and you are ready to go.
If ecRad has been installed in a directory you cannot (or wish not to) write to then you will need to create some

symbolic links and copy over some data from the practical directory. Suppose that ecRad has been compiled in
/usr/local/ecrad-1.3 then this can be done by creating and entering the directory in which you want to run
the practical, and then typing:

/usr/local/ecrad-1.3/bin/create_practical.sh

4 The control experiment

After getting set up as described above, list the contents of the directory by typing ls -l, which will show the
following files:
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Figure 1: Surface and radiation (a & b), atmospheric composition (c & d), cloud (e–g) and aerosol (h–l) properties
at longitude of 5◦E at 12 UTC on 11 July 2019 from ERA5 data in era5slice.nc. Vertically-resolved data are
overlaid with contours of atmopheric temperature. Hatching indicates regions below surface pressure. To produce
this image yourself, type “./plot_input.py era5slice.nc”, which will generate an image era5slice.png.

ecrad_practical.pdf This document.

ecrad A symbolic link to the ecRad executable.

data A symbolic link to the ecRad data directory.

config.nam A Fortran namelist file for configuring ecRad in its control configuration.

era5slice.nc A netCDF file containing the input data; some of its contents are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

*.py Python scripts for plotting the data; call with --help to get usage information, and see section 8.

ecradplot A directory containing the Python library for plotting ecRad data.

Now type the following:

./ecrad config.nam era5slice.nc control.nc

This runs ecRad on the input data using the configuration specified in config.nam and writes the output to
control.nc.

To plot the data, type

./plot_output.py era5slice.nc control.nc

This produces the file era5slice_control.png. To plot profiles of the outputs at a latitude of 10◦N, type

./plot_output_profile.py 10 era5slice.nc control.nc

This produces the file era5slice_control_profile_10N.png. The following command plots the surface and
top-of-atmosphere fluxes for all latitudes:

./plot_output_scalar.py era5slice.nc control.nc
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Figure 2: Profiles of thermodynamic (a & b), cloud (c & d), atmospheric composition (e–g) and aerosol
(h) properties at a latitude of 10◦N along the slice of ERA5 data in era5slice.nc. To produce this
image yourself, type “./plot_input_profile.py 10 era5slice.nc”, which will generate an image
era5slice_profile_10N.png.

producing the file era5slice_control_surface_and_TOA.png. Note that if additional output files are pro-
vided as arguments to plot_output_scalar.py, they will be overplotted in different colours.

Have a look at the figures that have been created using an image viewer such as ristretto, eog or xv. There
are three types of variable:

• Upwelling and downwelling shortwave (solar) and longwave (thermal-infrared) irradiances, i.e. the radiative
power passing through a horizontal surface at a particular height in the atmosphere, with units of W m−2.
The labels of the plots use the more common term “flux” instead of irradiance, and we will use the same for
the remainder of this document. The net flux is defined as the downwelling minus the upwelling flux.

• Shortwave and longwave atmospheric heating rates (HR) computed from the vertical divergence of the net
flux in pressure coordinates:

HR = − g0

Cp

dFn

dp
, (1)

where Fn is the net flux (shortwave or longwave), p is pressure, g0 is the acceleration due to gravity (standard
gravity) and Cp is the specific heat of dry air. The plots use units of Kelvin per day (K d−1).

• Cloud radiative effect, which is a flux minus the equivalent flux computed without clouds present in the
profile, and is commonly used to quantify the warming or cooling effect of clouds on the climate system.
ecRad output files contain both all-sky and clear-sky fluxes.
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Questions

1. As anyone who has flown in an aeroplane knows, clouds (especially low-level clouds) are turbulent. Explain
why, with reference to the radiation fields. Thick low-level clouds are present at 71◦N and 15◦S. The
longwave heating rate shows strong cooling at cloud top, since the cloud emits to space but receives much
less longwave radiation downwards. This destabilize the boundary layer. In the day there is some shortwave
heating but because sunlight is typically scattered many times before being absorbed it is spread over a
deeper part of the cloud rather than the heating being concentrated at cloud top.

2. The net (shortwave plus longwave) heating rate at the stratopause (around 1 hPa) in the Tropics is around
+10 K d−1. Explain why you would not expect the temperature here a week later to be much warmer.
These are daytime simulations; at night the solar heating is turned off. Over the full diurnal cycle there is an
approximate balance between solar heating and longwave cooling.

3. Explain why the shortwave cloud radiative effect drops sharply polewards of around 80◦N, yet optically
thick clouds are present all the way to the North Pole. The surface albedo of ice and permanent snow is
much higher than other surfaces, so the contrast between the planetary albedo between cloudy and clear
conditions is much reduced.

5 Greenhouse gases

The remainder of the practical consists of running ecRad with different configurations, plotting the change to fluxes
and heating rates, and trying to understand the differences. This section is concerned with investigating the effect
of changing the concentration of absorbing gases, but the general procedure for performing an experiment is the
same in the next two sections which concern perturbing clouds and aerosols.

Let’s investigate the radiative impact of doubling the concentration of carbon dioxide. Usually in the context of
climate-change research, a doubled-CO2 experiment is with respect to preindustrial concentrations (surface volume
mixing ratio of around 280 ppmv), but since our control experiment is from 2019 (surface volume mixing ratio of
around 412 ppmv) we will double the 2019 value. Copy the configuration file as follows

cp config.nam config_co2x2.nam

Edit the new configuration file with your favourite editor (e.g. emacs or gedit) to change these lines:

!co2_scaling = 1.0,
experiment_name = "Control",

to these:

co2_scaling = 2.0,
experiment_name = "2x CO2",

Then run ecRad on it:

./ecrad config_co2x2.nam era5slice.nc co2x2.nc

For a full list of available namelist parameters, see the User Guide at the ecRad web site∗. Lines starting with the
“!” character are ignored.

You can compare this experiment with the control as follows:

./compare_output.py era5slice.nc control.nc co2x2.nc

and plot selected profiles at a latitude of −17◦N with

./compare_output_profile.py -17 era5slice.nc control.nc co2x2.nc

Note that if multiple output files are provided as arguments then they will be overplotted, each using the same
control. To compare the fluxes and cloud radiative effect at the surface and top-of-atmosphere at all latitudes, use

./compare_output_scalar.py era5slice.nc control.nc co2x2.nc

and again multiple output files can be provided as arguments.
∗https://confluence.ecmwf.int/display/ECRAD
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Questions and exercises

1. Will the stratosphere warm or cool in response to increasing CO2 and why? Stratospheric temperature is set
by the balance of shortwave ozone heating and longwave CO2 cooling. There is net longwave cooling of
the stratosphere essentially because the CO2 there emits in two directions (up and down) but only absorbs
radiation coming from one direction (up from below). Therefore in the longwave the cooling from emission
is stronger than the warming from absorption. When CO2 concentrations are increased, the efficiency of both
longwave absorption and emission are increased; both terms increase in magnitude, so the net longwave
cooling rate becomes more intense (this effect is simulated by ecRad). Since the net longwave cooling
is stronger than the shortwave warming, the stratosphere will cool (although time-dependent temperature
is not simulated by ecRad). Since the longwave emission decreases with decreasing temperature, a new
equilibrium temperature will be reached when the longwave cooling again balances the shortwave heating.

2. By perturbing ozone concentrations (e.g. setting the namelist variable o3_scaling to 0.7), explain the
mechanisms by which stratospheric ozone depletion leads to a cooling of the Earth system in the shortwave
and the longwave. In the shortwave, reduced absorption of sunlight by ozone in the stratosphere means that
more is transmitted to the troposphere where it can be reflected back to space by clouds and the surface. Thus
more sunlight is reflected to space, a cooling effect on the planet. In the longwave, ozone is a greenhouse gas
so reducing it means that it absorbs less of the upwelling radiation from the troposphere, and the outgoing
longwave radiation to space is increased. This also has a cooling effect on the planet.

3. By perturbing methane concentrations (e.g. setting the namelist variable ch4_scaling to 2.0), estimate
how many times stronger a greenhouse gas methane is than carbon dioxide, per molecule, in terms of instan-
taneous longwave radiative forcing at top-of-atmosphere. You need to know that the 2019 concentration of
methane is around 1.905 ppmv, and that the number of molecules of an ideal gas is proportional its volume
mixing ratio with no dependence on the molecular mass. The 5th IPCC report stated that methane has a
global warming potential 28 times that of carbon dioxide over a 100-year time period. Why might this be
different from your number? Doubling CO2 has roughly a five times greater TOA forcing than doubling
CH4. The ratio of concentrations is 405/1.9=213. This implies that CH4 is a 213/5=43 times stronger green-
house gas, per-molecule. One reason why this number is larger than 28 for is that this is an instantaneous
forcing, but CH4 is shorter lived than CO2, which is important for a 100-year time horizon.

6 Clouds

Some of the following involve changing the algorithm used to perform the radiative transfer. The impact on
computational cost (important for the configuration of a radiation scheme in a weather or climate model) can be
estimated by prefixing the ./ecrad command with time and looking at the user time reported after ecRad has
finished.

Questions and exercises

1. Many models neglect scattering of longwave radiation by clouds for computational expediency.
What is the change to longwave cloud radiative effect when longwave scattering is turned off (set
do_lw_cloud_scattering to false)? Why is it of this sign? Turning off longwave scattering reduces
the longwave cloud radiative effect. Clouds warm the planet in the longwave by reducing emission to space
compared to clear skies, since clouds are typically colder than the surface. Radiation incident on a cloud
may be either reflected, transmitted or absorbed, so reflectivity+transmissivity+absorptivity=1. If scattering
is turned off, radiation that would have been reflected is instead absorbed, so the absorptivity increases. By
Kirchoff’s law of thermal radiation, the absorptivity equals the emissivity. Increasing emissivity makes the
cloud emit more upwards, so the cloud radiative effect (the difference between cloudy and clear skies) is
reduced.

2. The control simulation assumes sub-grid fluctuations in cloud water content such that the fractional standard
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deviation (the standard deviation divided by the mean) is one. What is the impact on shortwave and longwave
cloud radiative effect when clouds are homogeneous (set fractional_std to 0.0) and why? This increases
the magnitude of the cloud radiative effect in both longwave and shortwave. The reason is the fact that albedo
is a concave function of water content (or optical depth), i.e. it doesn’t increase linearly with water content
or optical depth, but saturates for larger water contents as it cannot exceed 1. Jensen’s inequality then tells
us that a cloud with a wide distribution of water content will have a lower mean albedo than one in which
the water content is everywhere the same (but with the same mean water content).

3. The control simulation makes the assumption of exponential-random vertical overlap of clouds, which
means that vertically separated clouds are randomly overlapped with respect to each other, while verti-
cally contiguous cloud layers decorrelate with separation distance according to an overlap decorrelation
length that varies with latitude. What is the impact of making the clouds in all layers overlap randomly
(set overlap_decorr_length_scaling to 0.0) and why? This increases the albedo of the clouds, i.e.
increases the magnitude of the cloud radiative effect. The reason is that random overlap leads to a greater
total cloud cover for the same profile of cloud fraction.

4. The control simulation uses the Tripleclouds solver (Shonk and Hogan, 2008) for performing radia-
tive transfer calculations in the presence of clouds, including the effect of sub-grid fluctuations in
cloud water content. The operational ECMWF model uses the McICA solver (Pincus et al., 2003),
which uses a stochastic model to generate sub-grid cloud distributions and can be selected by changing
sw_solver_name and lw_solver_name both to "McICA". Looking at the atmospheric heating rates (e.g.
using plot_output_profile.py at 7◦N), and the overall computational cost, explain the pros and cons of
using McICA versus Tripleclouds in an operational context. McICA is a little faster (good) but more noisy
(bad) so the choice depends on the relative importance of getting forecasts completed quickly, or providing
noise-free radiation diagnostics.

5. Ice optical properties are an uncertain part of a radiative transfer scheme. Investigate the size of this uncer-
tainty by switching from the default Fu ice optics model to that of Yi et al. (2013) (set ice_model_name
to "Yi"). Is the main impact in the longwave or shortwave? The Yi scheme tends to reduce the magnitude
of the cloud radiative effect in the shortwave and longwave. For overhead sun (e.g. the deep tropical clouds
in this case) the effect of reducing reflected shortwave is around twice the effect of increasing upwelling
longwave above the cloud, although the climate effect would need to consider the diurnal average.

6. A unique property of ecRad is the availability of the SPARTACUS solver (Hogan et al., 2016) for ap-
proximately representing the 3D radiative effects of clouds, available by changing sw_solver_name and
lw_solver_name both to "SPARTACUS". What is the effect on both the radiation fields and the computa-
tional cost? The computational cost is increased by around a factor of 4. The longwave effect is a warming
everywhere, whereas the shortwave effect is a balance between a cooling due to side illumination (maxi-
mized when the sun is low in the sky) and a warming effect due to entrapment (maximized when the sun is
near overhead OR the surface is very reflective, as in the Arctic).

7 Aerosols

Questions and exercises

1. Turn off the interaction of radiation with aerosols by setting the namelist parameter use_aerosols to
false. With reference to the surface fluxes, what do you think the impact of Saharan aerosols is on both
daytime and nighttime surface temperature? Turning off aerosols increases downwelling solar at the surface
and reduces downwelling longwave (but by much less). The effect of Saharan aerosol compared to a pristine
sky is the reverse. Therefore aerosol tends to cool in the day and warm at night.

2. The direct downwelling solar radiation is that part of the solar radiation field that has not yet been scattered,
and to a first approximation its value at a particular point in the atmosphere is proportional to exp(−τ),
where τ is the optical depth of the atmosphere above that point along a path towards the sun. Use a clear-sky
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profile of direct downwelling solar radiation over Africa to estimate the optical depth of the atmosphere with
and without aerosols. Without aerosols, direct downwelling radiation reduced from around 1350 to 1050 W
m-2, so tau=-log(1050/1350)=0.1. With aerosols, it is reduced to around 750 so tau=-log(750/1350)=0.25.
(The optical depth is far greater if all aerosols are converted to black carbon because BC has a radius around
20x less than dust so the optical depth per unit mass is much larger.)

3. Concentrating solar power installations focus the direct solar beam to generate energy, whereas photovoltaic
power installations can use all downwelling solar radiation. Which of these installations is most sensitive to
dust storms? Concentrating solar power installations are more affected by dust storms because they rely on
the direct beam, which is more strongly reduced by high aerosol loads than the total downwelling.

4. From the effect of aerosols on shortwave radiation at the top-of-atmosphere, do aerosols have a warming
or cooling effect on climate? What would the effect on climate be if you turned all the aerosols into black
carbon (set each of the elements of i_aerosol_type_map to 11 and check the output of ecRad)? Why?
Mostly, aerosols increase the reflected shortwave to space, cooling the climate system, although the more
absorbing dust over Africa has the opposite effect. Changing all aerosol to black carbon with the same mass
would warm the climate system because the reflectance is much less. Note that the instantaneous effect on
surface solar fluxes is to reduce them, but the effect on the Earth system is still a warming because of the
large increase in atmospheric absorption.

8 Quick guide to Python scripts

plot_input.py <in.nc> Plot the main fields in the input file (era5slice.nc in this practical) to the image
file <in>.png.

plot_input_profile.py <lat> <in.nc> Plot profiles of a selection of properties in the input file at the
specified latitude (in degrees north) to <in>_profile_<lat>.png.

plot_output.py <in.nc> <out.nc> Plot the fluxes and heating rates from the specified output file versus
latitude and pressure, with the input file providing the temperature and latitude information, and save the
result in <in>_<out>.png.

plot_output_profile.py <lat> <in.nc> <out1.nc> [out2.nc ...] Plot profiles of variables from
one or more output files at the specified latitude, saving the result in
<in>_<out1>[_<out2>...]_profile_<lat>.png.

plot_output_scalar.py <in.nc> <out1.nc> [out2.nc ...] Line plots versus latitude of upwelling
fluxes at top-of-atmosphere, downwelling fluxes at the surface, top-of-atmosphere cloud radiative effect,
cloud cover and surface direct shortwave flux, for one or more output files. The result is saved in
<in>_<out1>[_<out2>...]_surface_and_TOA.png.

compare_output.py <in.nc> <out1.nc> <out2.nc> Plot the difference between the fluxes and heating
rates in second output file (the experiment) and the first (the control), saving the result in
<in>_<out2>_vs_<out1>.png.

compare_output_profile.py <lat> <in.nc> <out1.nc> <out2.nc> [out3.nc ...] Compare
profiles at the specified latitude of the fluxes and heating rates in several output files, where the first is
treated as the control, and write the output to
<in>_<out2>[_<out3>...]_vs_<out1>_profile_<lat>.png.

compare_output_scalar.py <in.nc> <out1.nc> <out2.nc> [out3.nc ...] Compare net fluxes at
top-of-atmosphere and the surface, as well as the cloud cover and surface direct shortwave flux, from
several output files, where the first is treated as the control. The result is saved in
<in>_<out2>[_<out3>...]_vs_<out1>_scalar.png.
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